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In this publication, our fifth AM Focus eBook of 2022, we are looking at the state of production AM—that is to
say, scalable, high-volume production—and large-format additive manufacturing (LFAM). Why the dual focus?
It’s simple. Production and LFAM are both characterized by their large potential. Production AM is targeting
large-volume manufacturing, while LFAM is, well, making large parts or large batches of smaller parts.
Production has long been the goal of additive manufacturing. And today, we are entering the era of production
AM. Enthusiasm is at an all time high and real progress is being made, with companies producing millions of 3D
printed parts every year. The AM industry is also actively striving to facilitate scalable additive manufacturing and
even greater mass production and mass customization through increased automation and seamless workflows.
LFAM, for its part, is unlocking another side of production AM applications, specifically, large-scale end-use parts
or tools that would be challenging to produce using conventional manufacturing processes.
We explore many corners of the AM production landscape in this ebook, beginning with an analysis of the LFAM
market today. Next, we hear from automation specialist AM-Flow about how a fully automated post-printing
workflow is bringing down the cost-per-part for AM and unlocking greater scalability. An exclusive interview
with Seurat sheds light on the company’s upcoming metal 3D printing process, Area Printing, which promises
game-changing print speeds and production volumes. We also had the pleasure to speak to Markus Seibold
about his latest venture MakerVerse and to Italian LFAM specialist Caracol, whose technology has evolved to
meet the needs of production-grade applications. The ebook also features an insightful conversation with
Airtech about its Dahltram resins for LFAM systems. Finally, we take you through our recent experience at JEC
World 2022, where composite LFAM solutions were a main attraction.
In keeping with the focus theme, this eBook is a large one!

Tess Boissonneault
Editor in Chief, 3dpbm
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How a new
manufacturing
universe is born
MakerVerse will help companies on their
journey towards implementing a successful
industrial AM strategy. We explored it with
Co-founder and CEO Markus Seibold
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MakerVerse was launched by Markus Seibold and partners
in 2022 and is backed by Siemens Energy and ZEISS.

Earlier this year, Markus Seibold, the former global

Before the big bAMg

VP of AM at Siemens Energy, launched a new
platform called MakerVerse together with three

To understand the vision driving MakerVerse, it is

co-founders. As a joint venture initiative between

important to understand what came before: the

industry-leaders Siemens Energy and ZEISS, as well

acquisition and expansion of metal AM service Mate-

as financial/venture capital investors including 9.5

rial Solutions helped to grow the evolution of AM as

ventures, the new company combines cutting-edge

a business within Siemens Energy. “We wanted to

industry expertise with profound knowledge in

keep the Materials Solutions brand and further build

digital venture-building. Mr. Seibold has always

a business around it,” Seibold explains, adding that

been very passionate about the possibilities of AM

AM is not yet a game where players can look at com-

for mass production: could a new startup help the

petitive advantages. Rather it is still a game where

growth of serial additive manufacturing more than

more operators need to partner to make the “cake”

corporate giants alone? We set out to find out how

bigger. “We saw an opportunity to use Material Solu-

this new state-of-the-art, scalable platform will pro-

tions as a wholly owned subsidiary, well known and

vide a digital one-stop shop solution for on-demand

respected by the industry, and actively collaborate

manufacturing and make AM universally accessible.

with external customers with different interests.”

Another reason why Siemens Energy treats additive

Technological inflation

as a business is accountability, which leads an organization to think end-to-end and top-line growth:

When our physical Universe was in its infancy, it

cost, profitability, competitiveness. Seibold explains:

experienced a burst of expansion which is known

“Many corporations treat additive as a bit of a cor-

as inflation. If AM is still in its infancy as serial man-

porate function. Then you can go very deep on the

ufacturing technology, MakerVerse was created to

technology, but you cannot really expect a corporate

expand the number of technologies and systems

function to run like a business.”

available to companies.

Even with AM generating profits, Siemens Energy

“I am passionate about AM technology, but I’m

was still facing major hurdles. One was that it still

equally if not more passionate about how you can

required a lot of CapEx to build internal manufac-

actually build and run a successful business around

turing capacity. Siemens Energy alone has 50+

it. How can you convince customers that the tech-

metal PBF systems and counting. Seibold recog-

nology is good? How can you build a team that is

nizes that “What comes with that is a very strong

unified by a joint vision and culture? I wanted to

focus on a single technology, which in this case is

build on this experience. At the same time I’m fasci-

PBF.” He clarifies this concept by quoting a German

nated by the opportunity that a new business model

saying that goes “if you own a hammer, everything

like a digital platform can bring to companies that

looks like a nail.” Similarly, if you own 50 metal PBF

are earlier in their additive journey.”

systems everything will looks like a PBF part. “We
realized we were looking at every potential additive

Many tier-one suppliers and machinery OEMs are at

part through the lens of our PBF printers and rela-

the beginning of the journey and can benefit from a

tive expertise. What we didn’t do so much anymore

platform-based business model, something like the

was systematically explore other applications with

“Amazon of industrial additive”. MakerVerse is thus

other technologies that we could also drive towards

creating a network to provide industrial-level addi-

industrialization.”

tive services to these companies. But where do the
technologies come from?

Another limitation at Siemens Energy, that could
apply to any organization, is that exploring many

“We do not own printers: our value proposition to

different technologies requires onboarding new sup-

customers is to be a one-stop-shop. They have a

pliers, setting them up in SAP systems, learning how

digital interface to access all kinds of different ser-

to order, et cetera. This is where the idea was born to

vices, from a streamlined order management service

combine the advantages of a platform business with

to instant quoting and 3D printability and 3D feasi-

advanced industrial additive manufacturing.

bility analyses. You upload your part, and you can
get an immediate price.”

Siemens Energy will keep its strong focus on metal
PBF advanced serial production and leverage the

While it does have an asset light business model,

MakerVerse platform to explore the potential that

MakerVerse is not just a matchmaker connecting

new technologies can bring and for quickly reacting

customers with suppliers. It is a fulfillment services

to needs such as unforeseen spare parts on demand.

provider, acting as a supplier to its customers and

That’s the MakerVerse genesis as a one-stop-shop

also as a customer to its supply base. To ensure

for industrial grade AM.

delivery of the highest industrial-grade quality
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standard, MakerVerse is currently focusing on a

capability as a platform-wide standard in terms of

European-only supply chain, working with partners

dimensions, material properties, process tolerances,

known for their decade-plus-long experience with

surface roughnesses, porosity, and so on. “You

production AM. “They are all from companies that

need to define certain process characteristics that

are large enough to respond to industrial quality

an industrial customer can order. And then we need

requirements. So they know what it takes in terms

to deliver it,” he says. Here the strategic collabora-

of capabilities for the technology, but also order

tion with Zeiss is a strong foundation for MakerVerse

management, quality management and certifica-

to build a comprehensive and reliable quality

tions. We are trying to build a very quality-oriented,

basis and offering.

differentiated supply chain and not go to the
lowest bidder.

While Seibold’s experience at Siemens Energy
focused on metal AM, MakerVerse is also offer-

“Our printers, Seibold clarifies, “sit in the supply

ing polymer AM capabilities via SLS. These will be

chain and that means having the flexibility to select

expanded to include FDM and MJF. “Fortunately,

the right production partner for every order. In some

Seibold jokes, “I’m not alone in the MakerVerse.”

cases, price might be the deciding factor. In others,

The well-funded startup is aggressively hiring to

it may be lead time. Others yet may look for quality

build a strong engineering and operations team.

first and foremost. For every order we can work with

“Our objective,” Seibold explains, “is to be a techni-

our supply base to select the right production part-

cally competent company, that can have discussions

ner. That gives us huge flexibility in terms of always

with our customers about their requirements and

prioritizing what’s most important to the customer.”

with our suppliers about what it takes in order to fulfill those requirements.” The team already comprises

Multi-manufacturing universes

both metal and polymer AM specialists, while Seibold’s own network of contacts has helped to reach

In a recent study, Stanford physicists Andrei Linde

both metal and polymer printing services.

and Vitaly Vanchurin calculated the number of all
possible universes, coming up with an answer of
10^10^16. If they can coexist without zapping our
own universe out of existence, there is certainly

MakerVerse connects industrial makers with a
distributed network of manufacturing service partners.

room for multiple business models in the global
manufacturing network landscape. Here MakerVerse
is facing off with established companies such Xometry and Hubs at Protolabs.
“Our main USP is industrial-grade quality,” Seibold states. “We want to build the most connected
‘universe’ of industrial engineers, whom we refer
to as ‘industrial makers’, and producers. We want
to focus on industrial high quality from the beginning, catering to large industrial accounts and their
needs.” One of the challenges for a platform like
MakerVerse, Seibold recognizes, is to define process
Image: MakerVerse

“ Our objective is to be a technically competent company that can
have discussions with our customers
about their requirements and with
our suppliers about what it takes in
order to fulfill those requirements.”

Making MakerVerse universal

or specific industries but they sometimes do not
have the business development power to expand

Makerverse is a business and as any business it has

into new regions and applications”, Seibold says.

certain financial objectives, as an ecosystem and as a

“Through MakerVerse we expect to open these new

platform company. “However,” Seibold says, “what

markets for them so that they can focus potentially

comes first in the MakerVerse vision is that we need

expanding their own offering.”

to create value for our customers and producers. For
customers, this can mean one-stop-shop access to

Another objective for MakerVerse is increase the”

industrial-grade quality and access to certain tech-

first time right” of the AM parts they receive, elim-

nologies and materials with no initial CapEx. It can

inating the feedback loops that take up so much

mean that instead of managing multiple different

application engineering time before a new part can

additive suppliers on demand, they only need to

be printed. “[Another] one of our value propositions

work with one company. There is also a second very

is that we will be collecting learnings for multiple

important value pool that we need to create value

different customers and industries,” Seibold adds,

for, which are our producers: only if we create value

“[which will enable us] to automate, digitize and

for both our customers and our producers, then we

develop rules through our SW development team.

will also create value for MakerVerse.”

So when suppliers get RFQs from MakerVerse, they
will eventually be able to provide a quote more

One way of creating value for its producers is

quickly, without the high amount of engineering

by filling under-utilized build volumes on cer-

time they currently have to invest.”

tain machines, running certain specific materials.
Through the platform they can bid on requests for

A journey through time and AM

such parts. Value creation also comes from helping
suppliers expand into new markets and applications.

Today the number of companies that have adopted

This is a key pain point for any contractor. “They

AM is probably still just a small fraction of all the

may be well established in certain countries, regions

ones that could benefit from it. Seibold further
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explains: “I don’t have an exact percentage value

“Today,” Seibold continues, “the bucket of compa-

but, qualitatively speaking, five years ago there

nies that have found ways of taking additive to series

were three types of adopters. Some were the first

production is actually a lot bigger than the industry

adopters using AM for very specific applications:

gives itself credit for. There’s more and more com-

companies such as Siemens Energy and GE Avia-

panies that have found production applications

tion, along with BMW or Rolls Royce, just to name

that deliver economic value, be it cost or time to

a few, that found ways to take additive into series

market. The biggest fundamental shift is that today

production. There was a second segment of people

the group of people that are convinced additive will

who had made the decision to go on this journey

create value for them and are now committed to

and were trying to explore ways how to. The third

actually identify what their AM strategy could look

segment, which I believe was the largest, was made

like, has significantly outgrown those that are still on

up of companies on the fence and looking in, unsure

the fence looking in. These companies now need

if this technology would be right for them and still

solutions, partners or platforms to give them ways of

looking to convince decision makers at the helm.

getting started on this journey.”

MakerVerse’s aim is to build the most connected universe
of industrial engineers and producers.
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